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Item 1.01.    Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement
 
On May 5, 2021, Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation (“BVH”) completed its previously announced acquisition of all of the approximately 7% of the outstanding 
shares of common stock of Bluegreen Vacations Corporation (“Bluegreen”) not previously beneficially owned by BVH. The acquisition was effected by BVH pursuant to a 
statutory, short-form merger (the “Merger”) under Florida law and a Plan of Merger, dated May 5, 2021 (the “Plan of Merger”), entered into by BVH.  A copy of the Plan of 
Merger is attached hereto as Exhibit 2.1 and is incorporated herein by reference.
 
Pursuant to the Plan of Merger, BXG Acquisition Sub Corporation (“Merger Sub”), an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of BVH, merged with and into Bluegreen, with 
Bluegreen being the surviving corporation in the Merger and becoming an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of BVH.  In accordance with the Plan of Merger, each share of 
Bluegreen’s common stock that was outstanding at the effective time of the merger, other than shares beneficially owned by BVH, was converted into the right to receive 0.51 
shares of BVH’s Class A Common Stock.  Any fractional share of BVH’s Class A Common Stock otherwise resulting from the application of the exchange ratio in the 
Merger will be rounded up to the nearest whole share.
 
On May 5, 2021, BVH and Bluegreen issued a press release announcing the closing of the Merger.  A copy of the press release is attached as Exhibit 99.1 hereto.
 
Item 1.02.    Termination of a Material Definitive Agreement. 
 
In connection with the Merger, BVH’s Rights Agreement, dated June 17, 2020, with American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC, as Rights Agent (the “Rights 
Agreement”), was amended so that the Rights Agreement expired upon consummation of the Merger on May 5, 2021. Accordingly, the Rights (as defined in the Rights 
Agreement) previously issued under the Rights Agreement became null and void upon consummation of the Merger, and no rights under the Rights Agreement will be 
attached to, or otherwise accompany, the shares of BVH’s Class  A Common Stock to be issued in connection with the Merger.

Item 5.02 Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors; Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory Arrangements of Certain Officers.
In connection with the Merger, the six directors of Bluegreen who were not also directors of BVH,  who are Seth M. Wise, Norman H. Becker, Arnold Sevell, James R. 
Allmand, III, Mark A. Nerenhausen and Orlando Sharpe, were appointed to BVH’s Board of Directors, effective upon consummation of the Merger on May 5, 2021.  The size 
of BVH’s Board of Directors was increased from seven directors to thirteen directors in connection with the director appointments. No decision has been made as to changes, 
if any, in the composition of the committees of BVH’s Board of Directors as a result of the director appointments.
The six new directors will be entitled to compensation for their service on BVH’s Board of Directors and its committees, if applicable, pursuant to the compensation program 
of BVH for its non-employee directors from time to time. 
Mr. Wise was an Executive Vice President and director of BVH until its spin-off of BBX Capital, Inc. (“BBX Capital”) on September 30, 2020.  In connection with the spin-
off of BBX Capital, Mr. Wise became Executive Vice President and a director of BBX Capital.  Alan B. Levan, Chairman Chief Executive Officer and President of BVH and 
Chairman of BBX Capital, John E. Abdo, Vice Chairman of BVH and BBX Capital, Jarett S. Levan, a director of BVH and Chief Executive Officer, President and a director 
of BBX Capital, and Seth M. Wise may be deemed to control both BVH and BBX Capital by virtue of their ownership of shares of each company’s Class A Common Stock 
and Class B Common Stock representing a majority of the applicable company’s voting power.
Item 9.01.    Financial Statements and Exhibits. 
 
d) Exhibits.
 
2.1  - Plan of Merger dated May 5, 2021 
 
99.1 - Press Release dated May 5, 2021 
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SIGNATURES
 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto 
duly authorized. 
 
   
Date: May 5, 2021 Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation
   
 By: /s/ Raymond S. Lopez
  Raymond S. Lopez
  Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit 2.1
 Plan of Merger

Pursuant to Section 607.1104 of the Florida Business Corporation Act, as amended (the “FBCA”), the
following Plan of Merger (“Plan”) is adopted on May 5, 2021 by the Board of Directors of Bluegreen Vacations
Holding Corporation, a Florida corporation (“Parent”):

FIRST: As of the date hereof, Parent owns (a) 100% of the outstanding shares of common stock, par value
$0.01 per share, of Woodbridge Holdings Corporation (“Woodbridge”), which is the only class of outstanding
capital stock of Woodbridge, and (b) indirectly through Woodbridge, (i) approximately 93% of the outstanding
shares of common stock, par value $0.01 per share (“Bluegreen Common Stock”), of Bluegreen Vacations
Corporation, a Florida corporation (“Bluegreen”), which is the only class of outstanding capital stock of
Bluegreen, and (ii)  100% of the outstanding shares of common stock, par value $0.01 per share (“Merger Sub
Common Stock”), of BXG Acquisition Sub Corporation, a Florida corporation (“Merger Sub”), which is the only
class of outstanding capital stock of Merger Sub.  

SECOND: Subject to the terms and conditions of this Plan, Merger Sub shall be merged with and into
Bluegreen in accordance with Section 607.1104 of the FBCA, and with the effects set forth in Section 607.1106
of the FBCA (the “Merger”). Bluegreen shall be the surviving corporation in the Merger, shall, by virtue of the
Merger, become a wholly owned subsidiary of Woodbridge (and, accordingly, an indirect, wholly owned
subsidiary of Parent), and shall continue to be governed by the laws of the State of Florida. The separate
corporate existence of Merger Sub shall cease upon the effectiveness of the Merger.

THIRD: The Merger shall become effective upon the close of trading at 4:00 p.m., Eastern time, on the date
o f filing of the Articles of Merger related to the Merger with the Florida Department of State (such time of
effectiveness, the “Effective Time”), which filing shall occur on such date as the Parent shall determine;
provided, however, that the Articles of Merger shall not be filed with the Florida Department of State unless and
until (a) the Registration Statement on Form S-4 registering the shares of Parent Class A Common Stock (as
defined below) issuable to shareholders of Bluegreen in the Merger under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended,
is declared effective by the Securities and Exchange Commission and (b) the shares of Parent Class A Common
Stock issuable to shareholders of Bluegreen in the Merger are approved for listing on the New York Stock
Exchange, subject to official notice of issuance.  

FOURTH: The effects of the Merger on the shares of common stock of Bluegreen and Merger Sub
outstanding at the Effective Time are as follows:

SECTION 1. CONVERSION OF SHARES. At the Effective Time, by virtue of the Merger and without
any action on the part of Parent, Woodbridge, Bluegreen or Merger Sub, or the holders of any shares of
capital stock of Parent, Woodbridge, Bluegreen or Merger Sub:  

 



(a)  Bluegreen Common Stock.  
(i) Each share of Bluegreen Common Stock issued and outstanding immediately prior to the

Effective Time shall be canceled and (other than shares held by Woodbridge)  converted
automatically into the right to receive 0.51 shares of Class A Common Stock , par value $0.01 per
share, of Parent (such stock, the “Parent Class A Common Stock ” and the shares thereof to which
the shareholders of Bluegreen are entitled pursuant to the Merger in accordance herewith, the
“Merger Consideration”). The exchange ratio of 0.51 shares of Parent Class A Common Stock for
each share of Bluegreen Common Stock outstanding immediately prior to the Effective Time is
sometimes hereinafter referred to as the “Exchange Ratio. ” Notwithstanding the foregoing or
anything to the contrary contained herein, no certificates or scrip representing fractional shares of
Parent Class A Common Stock or book-entry credit of the same shall be issued or delivered in
connection with the Merger.  Rather, if a holder of Bluegreen Common Stock converted in the
Merger into the right to receive shares of Parent Class A Common Stock would otherwise be
entitled to receive a fraction of a share of Parent Class A Common Stock (after taking into
account all shares of Bluegreen Common Stock held by such shareholder), the aggregate number
of shares of Parent Class A Common Stock to which such holder shall be entitled to receive as a
result of the Merger will be rounded up to the next largest whole number.

(ii) Each share of Bluegreen Common Stock held by Woodbridge immediately prior to the
Effective Time shall be canceled and shall cease to exist, and no consideration shall be paid in
exchange therefor. 

(iii) After the Effective Time, there shall be no  further registration or transfers on the stock
transfer books of Bluegreen of shares of Bluegreen Common Stock outstanding immediately prior
to the Effective Time other than to settle transfers of shares that occurred prior to the Effective
Time.

(iv) Notwithstanding any provision of this Plan to the contrary, if between the date of this
Plan and the Effective Time, the number of outstanding shares of Bluegreen Common Stock or
Parent Class A Common Stock shall have been changed into a different number of shares or a
different class or series by reason of any share dividend, subdivision, reclassification,
recapitalization, split, split-up, combination, exchange of shares or similar transaction, the
Exchange Ratio shall be appropriately adjusted to reflect fully the effect of such share dividend,
subdivision, reclassification, recapitalization, split, split-up, combination, exchange of shares or
similar transaction in order to provide the holders of Bluegreen Common Stock the same
economic effect as contemplated by this Plan prior to such event.

 



(v) No dividends with respect to shares of Parent Class A Common Stock issued in the
Merger shall be paid to the holder of any shares of Bluegreen Common Stock until such holder
shall have properly completed, executed and delivered to the Exchange Agent (as defined below)
the Letter of Transmittal (as defined below), entitling the holder to receive the Merger
Consideration in accordance with Section 2 below. Thereafter, subject to the effect of escheat, tax
or other applicable law, there shall be paid, without interest, to the record holder of the shares of
Parent Class A Common Stock issued in exchange therefor (i) at the time of such valid delivery of
the Letter of Transmittal, all dividends, if any, payable in respect of any such shares of Parent
Class A Common Stock with a record date after the Effective Time and a payment date on or
prior to the date of such delivery and not previously paid and (ii) at the appropriate payment date,
the dividends payable with respect to such shares of Parent Class A Common Stock with a record
date after the Effective Time but prior to the time of such valid delivery of the Letter of
Transmittal and with a payment date subsequent to such delivery.

(b)  Merger Sub Common Stock. Each share of Merger Sub Common Stock issued and outstanding
immediately prior to the Effective Time shall be converted into one fully paid and nonassessable share of
common stock, par value $0.01 per share, of Bluegreen,  as the surviving corporation of the Merger, so that
immediately following the Effective Time, Woodbridge (and, indirectly through Woodbridge, Parent)  shall
be the sole holder of all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of Bluegreen.

SECTION 2. EXCHANGE PROCEDURES.  

(a) Exchange Agent; Deposit of Merger Consideration. Parent will, at or prior to the Effective
Time, engage a third party exchange agent chosen by Parent to serve as the exchange agent for the
Merger (the “Exchange Agent”) pursuant to an exchange agent engagement letter or similar agreement
or instrument (the “Exchange Agent Agreement”).  At or prior to the Effective Time, Parent  shall cause
to be deposited with the Exchange Agent, in trust for the benefit of the holders of shares of Bluegreen
Common Stock whose shares are converting into the right to receive the Merger Consideration at the
Effective Time, shares of Parent Class A Common Stock (which may be in certificated form or non-
certificated book-entry form in Parent’s discretion). Following the Effective Time, Parent agrees to
make available to the Exchange Agent, from time to time as needed, cash in U.S. dollars sufficient to pay
any dividends to the extent expressly provided in Section 1(a)(iv) above. All shares of Parent Class A
Common Stock and any dividends pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above deposited with the Exchange
Agent are referred to as the “Exchange Fund.” The Exchange Agent shall use

 



the Exchange Fund solely for the purpose of issuing the Merger Consideration and paying any dividends
pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above.

(b) Issuance of Merger Consideration.  
(i) As soon as reasonably practicable after the Effective Time, the Exchange Agent shall mail

to each holder of record of Bluegreen Common Stock immediately prior to the Effective Time
whose shares were converted into the right to receive the Merger Consideration pursuant to
Section 1 above a customary letter of transmittal (the “Letter of Transmittal”), together with the
Notice of Merger to be provided by Parent and instructions for completing, executing and
delivering the Letter of Transmittal to the Exchange Agent in exchange for the right to receive the
Merger Consideration to which such shareholder is entitled and, if applicable, dividends payable
with respect thereto pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above.  No interest shall be paid or accrued on
any Merger Consideration or, if applicable, dividends payable with respect thereto pursuant to
Section 1(a)(iv) above.

(ii) Upon delivery to the Exchange Agent of a properly completed and executed Letter of
Transmittal, the shareholder will be entitled to receive, promptly thereafter from the Exchange
Agent, the Merger Consideration to which such shareholder is entitled and, if applicable, any
dividends payable with respect thereto pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above, which shall be deemed
to have been issued in full satisfaction of all rights pertaining to the applicable shares of Bluegreen
Common Stock.  Until the Letter of Transmittal is validly completed, executed and delivered,
each such share of Bluegreen Common Stock shall represent after the Effective Time, for all
purposes, only the right to receive the Merger Consideration to which such shareholder is entitled
and, if applicable, dividends payable with respect thereto pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above.  

(iii) If any Merger Consideration it to be registered in the name of, or payment is to be made
to,  an individual or entity (a “Person”) other than the Person in whose name the applicable share
of Bluegreen Common Stock was registered, it shall be a condition of such registration or payment
that the Person requesting the same pay any transfer or other similar taxes required by reason of
the registration of the share(s) of Parent Class A Common Stock in the name of, or the  making of
the payment to, a Person other than the registered holder, or shall establish to the satisfaction of
the Exchange Agent that such tax has been paid or is not payable.  Any registration of Parent
Class A Common Stock in the name of a Person other than the registered holder of the applicable
Bluegreen Common Stock shall also require, as a condition thereto, proper endorsement and/or
evidence of transfer satisfactory to the Exchange Agent and/or Parent.   

 



(iv) Any portion of the Merger Consideration and, if applicable, any dividends payable with
respect thereto pursuant to Section 1(a)(iv) above that remain unclaimed by the former
shareholders of Bluegreen as of the six-month anniversary of the Effective Time shall be returned
to Parent. In such event, any former shareholders of Bluegreen entitled to the Merger
Consideration who have not theretofore complied with the procedures for receiving the Merger
Consideration shall thereafter look only to Parent with respect to the Merger Consideration and
any dividends to which they are entitled.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, none of Parent,
Woodbridge, Bluegreen, Merger Sub, the Exchange Agent or any other Person shall be liable to
any former shareholder of Bluegreen or any affiliate or representative thereof for any amount
delivered in good faith to a public official or governmental authority pursuant to applicable
abandoned property, escheat or similar laws.  If any Merger Consideration or other amounts
payable hereunder is not validly claimed prior to the date that is seven years after the Effective
Time (or immediately prior to such earlier date on which any Merger Consideration or other
amounts payable hereunder would otherwise escheat to, or become the property of, any public
official or governmental authority), any such Merger Consideration and other amounts shall, to the
extent permitted by applicable law, become the property of Parent, free and clear of all claims or
interest of any Person previously entitled thereto.

(v) The Exchange Agent (or, subsequent to the earlier of (x) the six-month anniversary of the
Effective Time and (y) the expiration or termination of the Exchange Agent Agreement, Parent )
shall be entitled to deduct and withhold from the consideration otherwise payable to any holder of
Bluegreen Common Stock pursuant to this Plan such amounts as is required to b e deducted and
withheld under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder, or any provision of state, local or foreign tax law (and to the extent
deduction and withholding is required, such deduction and withholding shall be taken in cash or
shares of Parent Class A Common  Stock, as determined by Parent in its sole discretion). To the
extent amounts are so withheld and timely paid over to the appropriate governmental authority,
such withheld amounts shall be treated for all purposes of this Plan as having been paid to the
holder of shares of Bluegreen Common Stock in respect of whom such deduction and withholding
was made. If withholding is taken in shares of Parent Class A Common Stock, Parent or the
Exchange Agent shall be treated as having sold such consideration for an amount of cash equal to
the fair market value of such consideration at the time of such deemed sale and paid such cash
proceeds to the appropriate governmental authority.

FIFTH: Neither Bluegreen’s or Parent’s shareholders are  entitled to appraisal or dissenters’ rights in
connection with the Merger under the FBCA. 

 



SIXTH: The directors of Merger Sub immediately prior to the Effective Time shall become the directors of
Bluegreen immediately following the Effective Time  and shall serve as directors of Bluegreen until the earlier of
their death, resignation or removal or until their respective successors are duly elected and qualified, in
accordance with the applicable provisions of the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of Bluegreen ,  in each
case, as amended and/or amended and restated, and the FBCA.  Any director of Bluegreen as of immediately
prior to the Effective Time that is not also a director of Parent at that time shall become a director of Parent at the
Effective Time. The officers of Bluegreen immediately prior to the Effective Time shall  be, in the same
capacities, the officers of Bluegreen immediately following the Effective Time (unaffected by the Merger) and
shall continue as such until the earlier of their death, resignation or removal or until their respective successors are
duly appointed and qualified, in accordance with the applicable provisions of the Articles of Incorp oration and
Bylaws of Bluegreen, in each case, as amended and/or amended and restated, and the FBCA. The Articles of
Incorporation of Bluegreen,  as amended and/or amended and restated and in effect immediately prior to the
Effective Time, shall remain the Articles of Incorporation of Bluegreen (unaffected by the Merger), until
thereafter amended as provided therein and in accordance with the FBCA. The Bylaws of Bluegreen,  as amended
and/or amended and restated and in effect immediately prior to the Effective Time, shall remain the Bylaws of
Bluegreen (unaffected by the Merger), until thereafter amended as provided therein and in the Articles of
Incorporation of Bluegreen, as amended and/or amended and restated (if applicable), and in accordance with the
FBCA.

SEVENTH: Notwithstanding its execution of this Plan, the Parent, in its sole discretion, has the absolute
right to abandon the Plan and cause the Merger not to be effected at any time prior to the Effective Time,
including, but not limited to, in the event of pending or threatened litigation relating to the Merger.

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS]

 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Parent has caused this Plan to be executed by its duly authorized officer as of
the date first above written.

           BLUEGREEN VACATIONS HOLDING CORPORATION,
           a Florida corporation

           By:  /s/ Raymond S. Lopez
               Raymond S. Lopez,
              Chief Financial Officer



     

BLUEGREEN VACATIONS HOLDING CORPORATION AND BLUEGREEN VACATIONS
CORPORATION ANNOUNCE CLOSING OF MERGER

-- BVH Now Owns 100% of Bluegreen --

BOCA RATON, Florida -- May 5, 2021 – Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation (NYSE: BVH;
OTCQX: BVHBB) (“BVH”) and Bluegreen Vacations Corporation (NYSE: BXG)
(“Bluegreen”) announced today that BVH has consummated its acquisition of all of the approximately 7%
of the outstanding shares of Bluegreen’s Common Stock not previously beneficially owned by BVH
pursuant to a statutory, short-form merger under Florida law effected on May 5, 2021. As a result of the
merger, Bluegreen has become an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of BVH, and Bluegreen’s
shareholders (other than BVH) are entitled to receive 0.51 shares of BVH’s Class A Common Stock for
each share of Bluegreen’s Common Stock that they held at the effective time of the merger.  Pursuant to
the plan of merger, any fractional share of BVH’s Class A Common Stock otherwise resulting from the
application of the exchange ratio in the merger will be rounded up to the nearest whole share. As a result
of the closing of the merger, Bluegreen’s Common Stock will be suspended from trading on the New
York Stock Exchange prior to the opening of trading on May 6, 2021 and will no longer be publicly
traded.

“As of the close of business today, BVH will own 100% of Bluegreen and BVH will be a ‘pure play’
company in the timeshare space,” commented Alan B. Levan, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation. “We believe that going forward this will end confusion in the
market as BVH’s results will now reflect 100% of Bluegreen’s results and will address the inefficiencies
of two public companies.”

In connection with the merger, BVH’s June 2020 Rights Agreement with American Stock Transfer &
Trust Company, LLC, as Rights Agent, was amended to expire upon consummation of the merger. As a
result, the preferred share purchase rights previously issued under the Rights Agreement have become
null and void, and no preferred share purchase rights will be attached to, or otherwise accompany, the
shares of BVH’s Class A Common Stock to be issued in the merger. BVH is taking steps under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), to de-register the preferred share
purchase rights issued under the Rights Agreement and to delist those preferred share purchase rights
from the NYSE. These actions to de-register and delist the preferred share purchase rights are simply
administrative in nature and will have no effect on BVH’s Class

 



A Common Stock or Class B Common Stock, which will continue to trade on the NYSE and the OTCQX,
respectively, and remain registered under the Exchange Act.
About Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation: Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation (NYSE:
BVH; OTCQX: BVHBB) is a Florida-based holding company whose sole investment is its ownership of
100% of Bluegreen Vacations Corporation (NYSE: BXG). For additional information, please visit
www.BVHCorp.com.
About Bluegreen Vacations Corporation : Bluegreen is a leading vacation ownership company that
markets and sells vacation ownership interests and manages resorts in popular leisure and urban
destinations. The Bluegreen Vacation Club is a flexible, points-based, deeded vacation ownership plan
with 68 Club and Club Associate Resorts and access to nearly 11,300 other hotels and resorts through
partnerships and exchange networks. Bluegreen Vacations also offers a portfolio of comprehensive, fee-
based resort management, financial, and sales and marketing services to, or on behalf of, third parties.
Bluegreen Vacations Corporation is an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Bluegreen Vacations Holding
Corporation (NYSE: BVH; OTCQX: BVHBB), a Florida-based holding company. For further
information about Bluegreen Vacations Corporation, please visit www.BluegreenVacations.com.

###

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements: This press release contains forward-
looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and
Section 21E of the Exchange Act. All opinions, forecasts, projections, future plans or other statements,
other than statements of historical fact, are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements may
be identified by the use of words or phrases such as "plans," "believes," "will," "expects," "anticipates,"
"intends," "estimates," "our view," "we see," "would" and words and phrases of similar import. Actual
results, performance or achievements could differ materially from those contemplated, expressed or
implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks
and uncertainties. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those relating to the merger
described herein, including that the benefits expected from the merger may not be realized to the extent
anticipated or at all. The reader should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement, which
speaks only as of the date made. In addition, past performance may not be indicative of future results.
Reference is also made to the risks and uncertainties contained in reports filed by BVH and Bluegreen
with the SEC, including the "Risk Factors" sections thereof, which may be viewed on the SEC's website
a t www.sec.gov. The companies caution that the foregoing factors are not exclusive. Neither company
undertakes, and each of them specifically disclaims any obligation to, update or supplement any forward-
looking statements.

Bluegreen Vacations Holding Corporation Contact Info:
Investor Relations: Leo Hinkley, Managing Director, Investor Relations Officer
Telephone: 954-399-7193
Email: Leo.Hinkley@BVHcorp.com 
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